Retrospective economic evaluations: Looking back at childhood pneumococcal vaccination in Australia

Retrospective cost-effectiveness analyses of vaccination programs using routinely collected post-implementation data can play an important role in assessing the success of public health programs. However, despite clear advantages in applying effects from real populations, these are rarely performed.

In this talk, I will present a case study for retrospective economic evaluation, looking back at the childhood 7-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV7) program in Australia. The analysis focuses on the period 2005-10 before a replacement vaccine was introduced and uses observed decreases in routine data such as hospitalisations to determine the effect of the program.

We found that the PCV7 program was unlikely to have been cost-effective (at conventional thresholds) at the initial vaccine price negotiated for Australia, unless observed reductions in non-invasive pneumonia deaths in the elderly are attributed to the program. We discuss some of the challenges associated with this kind of analysis and implications for other vaccine programs and retrospective economic evaluation.
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